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The v a l i d i t y of the shell-correction (SC) method /1»2/ has been tested extensive-
l y i n constrained Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations using e f f e c t i v e interactions of 
the Skyrme type /3,4/. The t o t a l HF energy i s expanded around the average part of 
the selfconsistent density matrix £ (thus w r i t i n g g - f + J$): 
EHFtf] » E H F [ f ] + A,E + rfjE . (1) 
Here E^ptJ] represents the average binding energy which i s parametrized in the 
l i q u i d drop model; £|E i s the f i r s t order s h e l l - c o r r e c t i o n defined i n the usual 
way /1»2/ i n terms of the eigenvalues of the averaged HF potential (which may be 
parametrized by the s h e l l model p o t e n t i a l ) . The term J±E contains contributions 
of second and higher orders i n 4g and i s neglected i n the usual SC approach. -
It was shown numerically /3,4/ that the series (1) converges extremely w e l l ; the 
energy <JjE i s not larger than **l-3 MeV i n medium and heavy n u c l e i . It was especi-
a l l y found /*/ that i f jf i s iterated to s e l f consistency, <5ME i s less than -*0.6 
MeV and p r a c t i c a l l y constant as function of both deformation and nucleon numbers, 
even for n u c l e i as l i g h t as 016 and Ca*°. - This r e s u l t provides a strong motiv-
ation for a method i n which only the average binding energy and the average f i e l d 
are calculated s e l f c o n s i s t e n t l y with some e f f e c t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n (and a constraint 
on the deformation), and the s h e l l - c o r r e c t i o n i s added as a perturbation, using 
the selfconsistent average f i e l d obtained i n the f i r s t step. For the average s e l f -
consistency problem, we propose to use the extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) model, i n 
which the t o t a l energy f o r a given one-body pote n t i a l V(r) i s obtained d i r e c t l y 
i n terms of V(r) and i t s derivatives ' 5'. Note that the pure TF approximation i s 
not s u f f i c i e n t ; the semlclasslcal corrections to i t contribute up to -100 MeV i n 
a heavy nucleus. In the Strutinsky averaging method one automatically includes 
these corrections. I t has been checked /<>/ that for r e a l i s t i c (spherical and de-
formed) Woods-Saxon p o t e n t i a l s , including a spin-orbit part, the ETF energies ag-
ree with the Strutinsky averaged energies within «*l-2 MeV. - Instead of solving 
a d i f f e r e n t i a l equation for the density J ( r ) , we i t e r a t e both V(r) and §(v) u n t i l 
selfconsistency i s reached. Hereby an exponential t a i l i s added to the semlclas-
s l c a l } ( r ) which i s only defined inside the c l a s s i c a l l y allowed region. The kine-
tic energy density i s expanded i n terms of } ( r ) . We have recently shown ' 7' that 
the average k i n e t i c energy In a Woods-Saxon p o t e n t i a l can be obtained from §(r) 
within -1-2 MeVt I f also the next term a f t e r the so-called WeizsScker term i s ad-
ded i n the expansion of the k i n e t i c energy density. 
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